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ABSTRACT
Islam’s philosophical view towards human is the same view that considers no difference between women and men in its truth level and human nature. Since in the view of Islam, women and men have the same human nature, the only distinction lies in the creation form or physical one. This distinction like other realities has influences in life with all its necessities. This duality or distinction is based on unit resource or human truth that is the same spirit. Spirit is the source of men and women deeds in their common life. Those societies would be successful that are able to keep all their human forces, whether men or women, develop correctly and enforce knowledge, cognition and necessary technical expertise along with self-assurance. Women mostly are vanished as a resource in under developed societies and weaker classes are under discrimination. The importance of education in for housewives must not be forgotten regarding the protection of environment, the role of women in women associations in achieving the aims of resistant development, role of women in optimizing energy consumption, historical role of women in protecting the environment, establishing environmental culture and role of villager women in resistant development. Woman is an influential element in society. One of these responsibilities is to popularize the concept of development in the society and prepare suitable bed for free activities and in her long resistance path try to persuade man that she is a human and could share in development of society in all national culture, education, research and globalization.
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INTRODUCTION
Islam’s philosophical view towards human is the same view that considers no difference between women and men in its truth level and human nature. Since in the view of Islam, women and men have the same human nature, the only distinction lies in the creation form or physical one. This distinction like other realities has influences in life with all its necessities. This duality or distinction is based on unit resource or human truth that is the same spirit. Spirit is the source of men and women deeds in their common life. Such distinction is a functional distinction not a natural one. The achievement of women and men form God’s evolution is the bases of duty division, restrictions, and common fields in their works and it is concluded form the certain view of the Quran and tradition. This new view is able to create positive and wide changes for achieving the development that recognition of human and the role of women is among them. Emergence of new challenges has necessitated the method of thinking. Since regularly when individual does not touch the problems, would not be able to understand them, thus would not think of any solution. Thinking
and social motivations that has been created concerning the subject of women, helped many to think for new things and correcting the views has helped women either.

Considering that women form half of the human forces of the society and it is necessary to use all the potentials of the society in order to develop the society, nowadays it is impossible to ignore them and their role and place in development and education.

In the present paper, it is attempted while offering a brief definition of the word development, correct view towards women and their achievements in development process must be discussed both in education and research and the problems are diagnosed.

**WOMAN, NECESSITY AND EDUCATION:**

The developments in the society are based on logic, and activities of the humans in the mentioned society, human attempts to make progress in society. According to the experimental reasons and the economic in developed countries it is approved that achieving social, scientific, and cultural progress trends, without investment would be impossible, hence it is necessary that in addition to developing the physical and financial resources, human resources must be changed in accordance with needs of the country. In the sensitive periods, that planning for renewal and restoration of the country continues, the main lever of advance, science production and technical knowledge, grows up through investments in education, since it is the vital necessity of our society in order to achieve self-sufficient development that prepares the ground for gradual and continuous progress and development. Thus, it is necessary that we must believe in our natural and human wealth and it would be impossible except by preparing scientific and social grounds. In achieving the aims of restoration and progress in human and financial forces, we must take measures rather than only researches.

Although everybody confesses that the most important strategic resources in any organization and society are its human forces, however, normally in most societies half of these great sources are ignored. Those societies would be successful in which human forces weather man or woman are educated logically and develop and enforce their knowledge and technical expertise by observing the justice between the genders. Unfortunately, during the history women had less access to education than men did. Specially in developing countries, like Iran, women are literate 10 to 15 percent less than men do, men around 80 percent and women around 60 percent.

Although women are involved in social affairs more than the others are, but men would understand that women could function in social affairs more actively and it pushes men to educate the children to have more respect towards women and through the same the specific abilities of women in education and research would be usable and prevent s the wastage of their talents.

The specification of women are not superficial, however they are influential in organic, psychological, logical and spiritual emergence of her and even most experts believe that in all the cells it could be found. Hence, each one could be used in its proper place. Otherwise, their talents would be wasted and here would be no use.

The applied psychological and social pressures on women are an important element in formation of their psychological and mental structures and external behaviors. The saying that women and the civilization are the same is among the signs of civilization and growth in a society. We must pay attention that the aims and hopes of women shows the rank and place of that territory in the world. The same world that is discussed today.

Social condition and the situations that make men as a man and woman as a woman, never must e ignored as De Beauvoir says, "We are not born as women, we turn to a woman." In fact, there is no scientific reason that shows the superiority of man over woman in both mind and body. Something that we witness today is the economic achievement of the past that was dominated by men. Different walls of prisons, first, surrounded woman, because of her gender and these corals were so normal for her that never was able to have awareness over her life. If men were under such conditions, never could achieve continuous successes.

Fear of elimination leads women to illogical actions and reactions. Specially, in societies which logic is weaker than intellectual one? All these issues, although are pure truth; however are not good excuses for removing the responsibilities and passiveness of women. In all patriarchal societies during the history, humanity always has had a great architecture as woman. An architecture that destroys her own house and builds a house of violence and ignorance for men. Of course, we must say that we have master women who play important role in educat and social motivations that has been created concerning the subject of women, helped many to think for new things and correcting the views has helped women either.

The developments in the society are based on logic, and activities of the humans in the mentioned society, human attempts to make progress in society. According to the experimental reasons and the economic in developed countries it is approved that achieving social, scientific, and cultural progress trends, without investment would be impossible, hence it is necessary that in addition to developing the physical and financial resources, human resources must be changed in accordance with needs of the country. In the sensitive periods, that planning for renewal and restoration of the country continues, the main lever of advance, science production and technical knowledge, grows up through investments in education, since it is the vital necessity of our society in order to achieve self-sufficient development that prepares the ground for gradual and continuous progress and development. Thus, it is necessary that we must believe in our natural and human wealth and it would be impossible except by preparing scientific and social grounds. In achieving the aims of restoration and progress in human and financial forces, we must take measures rather than only researches.

Although everybody confesses that the most important strategic resources in any organization and society are its human forces, however, normally in most societies half of these great sources are ignored. Those societies would be successful in which human forces weather man or woman are educated logically and develop and enforce their knowledge and technical expertise by observing the justice between the genders. Unfortunately, during the history women had less access to education than men did. Specially in developing countries, like Iran, women are literate 10 to 15 percent less than men do, men around 80 percent and women around 60 percent.

Although women are involved in social affairs more than the others are, but men would understand that women could function in social affairs more actively and it pushes men to educate the children to have more respect towards women and through the same the specific abilities of women in education and research would be usable and prevent s the wastage of their talents.

The specification of women are not superficial, however they are influential in organic, psychological, logical and spiritual emergence of her and even most experts believe that in all the cells it could be found. Hence, each one could be used in its proper place. Otherwise, their talents would be wasted and here would be no use.

The applied psychological and social pressures on women are an important element in formation of their psychological and mental structures and external behaviors. The saying that women and the civilization are the same is among the signs of civilization and growth in a society. We must pay attention that the aims and hopes of women shows the rank and place of that territory in the world. The same world that is discussed today.

Social condition and the situations that make men as a man and woman as a woman, never must e ignored as De Beauvoir says, "We are not born as women, we turn to a woman." In fact, there is no scientific reason that shows the superiority of man over woman in both mind and body. Something that we witness today is the economic achievement of the past that was dominated by men. Different walls of prisons, first, surrounded woman, because of her gender and these corals were so normal for her that never was able to have awareness over her life. If men were under such conditions, never could achieve continuous successes.

Fear of elimination leads women to illogical actions and reactions. Specially, in societies which logic is weaker than intellectual one? All these issues, although are pure truth; however are not good excuses for removing the responsibilities and passiveness of women. In all patriarchal societies during the history, humanity always has had a great architecture as woman. An architecture that destroys her own house and builds a house of violence and ignorance for men. Of course, we must say that we have master women who play important role in educat and social motivations that has been created concerning the subject of women, helped many to think for new things and correcting the views has helped women either.

The developments in the society are based on logic, and activities of the humans in the mentioned society, human attempts to make progress in society. According to the experimental reasons and the economic in developed countries it is approved that achieving social, scientific, and cultural progress trends, without investment would be impossible, hence it is necessary that in addition to developing the physical and financial resources, human resources must be changed in accordance with needs of the country. In the sensitive periods, that planning for renewal and restoration of the country continues, the main lever of advance, science production and technical knowledge, grows up through investments in education, since it is the vital necessity of our society in order to achieve self-sufficient development that prepares the ground for gradual and continuous progress and development. Thus, it is necessary that we must believe in our natural and human wealth and it would be impossible except by preparing scientific and social grounds. In achieving the aims of restoration and progress in human and financial forces, we must take measures rather than only researches.

Although everybody confesses that the most important strategic resources in any organization and society are its human forces, however, normally in most societies half of these great sources are ignored. Those societies would be successful in which human forces weather man or woman are educated logically and develop and enforce their knowledge and technical expertise by observing the justice between the genders. Unfortunately, during the history women had less access to education than men did. Specially in developing countries, like Iran, women are literate 10 to 15 percent less than men do, men around 80 percent and women around 60 percent.

Although women are involved in social affairs more than the others are, but men would understand that women could function in social affairs more actively and it pushes men to educate the children to have more respect towards women and through the same the specific abilities of women in education and research would be usable and prevent s the wastage of their talents.

The specification of women are not superficial, however they are influential in organic, psychological, logical and spiritual emergence of her and even most experts believe that in all the cells it could be found. Hence, each one could be used in its proper place. Otherwise, their talents would be wasted and here would be no use.

The applied psychological and social pressures on women are an important element in formation of their psychological and mental structures and external behaviors. The saying that women and the civilization are the same is among the signs of civilization and growth in a society. We must pay attention that the aims and hopes of women shows the rank and place of that territory in the world. The same world that is discussed today.

Social condition and the situations that make men as a man and woman as a woman, never must e ignored as De Beauvoir says, "We are not born as women, we turn to a woman." In fact, there is no scientific reason that shows the superiority of man over woman in both mind and body. Something that we witness today is the economic achievement of the past that was dominated by men. Different walls of prisons, first, surrounded woman, because of her gender and these corals were so normal for her that never was able to have awareness over her life. If men were under such conditions, never could achieve continuous successes.

Fear of elimination leads women to illogical actions and reactions. Specially, in societies which logic is weaker than intellectual one? All these issues, although are pure truth; however are not good excuses for removing the responsibilities and passiveness of women. In all patriarchal societies during the history, humanity always has had a great architecture as woman. An architecture that destroys her own house and builds a house of violence and ignorance for men. Of course, we must say that we have master women who play important role in educational fields and were able to show womanish values in educational sectors and have great successes.

The most important resource that a research organization has is its scientific treasury. No organization is able to produce knowledge without talents, logics and curious views. Human factor, in a research organization plays more important role than the other organizations. Scientific investment for human forces is the only investment that never perishes but increases the output and it is not measurable. For producing science and knowledge there must be grounds that the most important one is education. The importance of scientific and research insight is an unavoidable necessity and the role of education and research could be clear through contiguous and correct education in production and development of science and research.
THE OBSCURES OF WOMEN PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPING SOCIETIES

Now that we are speaking of women participation in developing countries, it is worth to study the concept of development before other issues.

Development is a process that begins after thinking changes in societies.

Development is a concept without affixation and in fact, political, economic etc concepts are wrong, since development includes all these. Underdeveloped societies remove human forces especially the weaker one i.e. women, and it is the destruction of resources, weaker classes goes under oppression and discrimination.

In our country, we attempt to prepare the necessary ground for scientific, cultural and social growth. Importance of educating housewives in protecting the environment, role of women associations in achieving the aims of resistant development, role of women in optimizing energy use, historical role of women in protecting the environment, and grounding the bio-environmental culture and situation of village women in resistant development must not be forgotten. In this regard ninth government in its new plans has started a new phase in women issues. The name of “Woman Participation Issues” has changed to “The Center for Women and Family Issues” and the center of attention is towards offering human benevolence and her influential role in social, cultural, economic, and political arenas and protecting the bases of family. This center helps to solve the real problems and make an aim for women researches and helps the research projects.

Moreover, as women service of Inoa reports, more than fifty journals are published regarding women subjects that is responsible for information delivering in the following fields; law, medical science, sport and family issues. These journals have special share in qualitative uprising of the family life and presence of women in society and removing the problems on the development of women roles. Nowadays, women are present in most fields such as education and employment. There is a great growth among the filmmakers and authors and entering the masculine arenas has changed to normal.

Formerly, women did not dare to enter these fields, however nowadays taboos are broken and they take measures. Pressing the society in order to open the space has special profit for them and they receive the best responses. However, if these issues are nor in harmony with laws and view of ruling power and if we think that we are in 14th century, it could cause to problems, since it would be without any plan and prediction and in this case the authorities must respond the history. If women does not work in west, she must compensate, thus facilities must prepare the ground for her presence. However, our society escapes production since in other case it would have bad results. Our society is based on trade. These conditions prepare the best opportunity for emergence of restriction and deprivation for them and women society is passive in production process.

Unfortunately, because of weakness sense imposed to women against men, they only feel the power against each other. Jealousy, wangling, gossiping, omitting the rivals form the same gender are the reactions that women use. The expression of “women craft” is the fruit of historical and social conditions; a way for showing the personality in order represent the same minimum for obtaining human identity.
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